
ISSUE   |   CIVIC PARTICIPATION

Achieving our country,  
one community at a time

PICK A PROJECT Note:  Civic Way has reviewed the projects below and awarded them its “Good Civic Works Seal of  Approval.” 

Select a project or initiative you would like to support, determine how you would like to help and you will be contacted. If you don’t receive an email within 24 hours, 
please let us know. [You can sort projects by key factors (e.g., geographic proximity, constituency served, impact potential or resource needs).]

  PROJECT (Click icon to learn more) Project Location Project Summary 

Rock the Vote National Inform and register young voters 

Black Youth Vote  National Engage African-American youth 

Souls to the Polls State and local Increase Sunday early voting turnout 

Redistricting Reform State and local Reform non-partisan redistricting 

PICK A PARTNER Note:  Civic Way has reviewed the entities below and awarded them its “Good Civic Works Seal of Approval.” Select an organization 
you would like to support, determine how you would like to help, and you will be contacted. If you don’t receive an email within 24 hours, please let us know.  
[You can sort entities by key factors (e.g., geographic proximity, constituency served, impact potential or resource needs).]

   ORGANIZATION [Click name to learn more] Jurisdiction Relevant Service 

Common Cause National Promote clear, fair elections    

League of Women Voters National and state  Inform and engage voters    

Democracy South  Regional and state Promote clean, fair elections   

Democracy NC State and local Promote clean, fair elections

PICK AN ISSUE In a few words, describe the issue in which you are most interested or the cause about which you are most concerned, or tell us the one 
thing you would like to do to have a lasting impact on this issue. We will steer you to partners and projects that best fit your passion.

Issue [drop down box] Interest, Cause or Impact [describe briefly]

I want to   CONNECT   with other like-minded citizens in my area.

I want to   START OR SIGN A PETITION   supporting my position on this issue.

I want to   SHARE MY VIEWS   on this issue with others.

I want to   JOIN       RECRUIT       DONATE $      VOLUNTEER   

I want to   JOIN        RECRUIT       DONATE $      VOLUNTEER   

SORT ORGANIZATIONS BY:

Geographic proximity

Constituency

Impact potential

Resource needs

SORT ORGANIZATIONS BY:

Geographic proximity

Constituency

Impact potential

Resource needs

BRIDGE
CIVIC CONNECTOR

An automated tool for linking volunteers to a vetted civic group or initiative

2. FIX IT
Civic Connector

           2.1 IDEAS            2.2 FRAME             2.3 CATALYST             2.4 BRIDGE 
SEE IT.

FIX IT.

OWN IT.

TRACK IT.


